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The fastest way to leam
a new language is to hear it spoken as well as
see it written. 250,000 -word bilingual dic-
tionary translates and pronounces words out
loud in Spanish and English. Display shows verb
conjugations and inflected forms. With Book-
man cartridge slot. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.
63-2007 129.99

New Speaking
dictionary and
thesaurus
Now when you look up

a new word, you can hear it pronounced out
loud! Has 274,000 definitions, 496,000 syn-
onyms, phonetic spelling correction, SAT word
list, crossword puzzle solver. With Bookman
cartridge slot. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.
63-2100 129.99

More reference tools
New Dictionary with
spell checker & talc
Pocket-size 70,000 -word
dictionary has spell checker,
memory for bank or credit-
card accounts, multi -function
calculator, currency and met-

ric converter functions. Auto -power off saves
included batteries. 63-927 24.99

B.0.0 MAN
A visionary new concept
Each Bookman model contains a built-in, best-
selling reference work, plus the exdusive Book-
man cartridge slot This unique feature lets you
add a book simply by inserting a Bookman car-
tridge into the slot. Replacing one domino -size
cartridge with another takes just seconds.

Dozens of Bookman titles are available through
special order at your nearby Radio Shack, with

hundreds more to come -subjects to meet
-_-_-, ,....-k- every need.
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New Franklin
pocket thesaurus
Perfect way to start your Bookman
library! This basic reference book is
a powerful pocket-size thesaurus
with 500,000 synonyms and
antonyms. Couldn't be easier to

New Speaking just enter a word the way it sounds and get
use. With 100,000 -word spelling correction,

Spanish Master back the correct spelling plus a complete list
of synonyms.

Helps with words that sound alike but are
spelled differently. Type size can be adjusted
up or down to your preference. Has 3 chal-
lenging word games with skill levels.

Bookman cartridge slot lets you add a second
book anytime. 63-2110 49.99

New Dictionary
and thesaurus
This handy desktop
electronic reference

book provides 274,000 definitions, 496,000
synonyms, 83,000 -word spelling checker, SAT
word list, 11 word games, and crossword puz-
zle solver. Type size can be adjusted up or
down. With Bookman cartridge slot. Requires
4 "AAA" batteries. 63-2101 79.99

Just a Few of
the Many Bookman

Cartridges Available
Merriam Webster Dictionary/Thesaurus. (63-2120

RSU 11385325 39.99
Merriam Webster Advanced Dictionary and The-
sairus. (63-2121 CMC) RSU 11385333 49.99
Keg James Bible. Complete Old and New Testa-
ments. (63-2122 CMC) RSU 11385341 59.99
N V Bible. (63-2123 CMC) RSU 11385358 59.99
4.000 Bible Questions. Great for Sunday school
classes. (63-2140 CMC) RSU 11405594 29.99
C,ncise Columbia Encyclopedia. Over 12,700 ar-
ticles. (63-2124 CMC) RSU 11405495 79.99
Parents' Emergency Medical Guide. Infants to
teens. (63-2125 CMC) RSU 11405503 44.99
Movie Views. Reviews 5000 movies available on
vdeo. (63-2131 CMC) RSU 11405545 44.99
Bartender's Guide. Over 2,200 drink recipes.
(13-2127 CMC) RSU 11385366 44.99
Parker's Wine Guide. More than 7,500 wines.
(13-2128 CMC) RSU 11385374 44.99
Baseball Encyclopedia. Over one million statistics.
(13-2136 CMC) RSU 11385382 44.99

Cartridges for speaking Bookman models
Speaking Dictionary and Thesaurus. Pronounces
83,000 words out loud. 274,000 definitions,
436,000 synonyms, and a 83,000 -word spell
checker. (63-2137 CMC) RSU 11405560 99.99
Speaking Spanish/English Dictionary. It's much
easier to learn a language when you both see the
words and hear them spoken. 250,000 transla-
ti )ns. (63-2138 CMC) RSU 11405578 99.99

These and many more titles available at your
nearby Radio Shack through fast special order

New Spanish
English dictionary
A powerful learning
tool! Translates 250,000
words between Spanish
and English, and displays

full inflections of verbs, nouns and adjectives.
Gives grammar assistance in both languages.
Burlt-in phonetic spell checker. With Bookman
cartridge slot. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.
63-2102 79.99

Spell checker
and crossword
solver
Advanced phonetic spell

checker helps with "sound -alike" words and
hyphenation. Built-in crossword puzzle
helper -just enter the known letters of a
word. You get back a list of words that fit.
Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. 63-677 .. 29.99
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Boost your
Scrabble' scores
Franklin Official Scrab-
ble Players Dictionary.

Makes Scrabble easier, more fun. Contains
more than 100,000 words and 42,000 defin-
itions. Just enter your letters and you'll see a
word list ranked by score. 63-918 49.99
Word Games Player. 63-919 34.99

Find the word
electronically!
Thesaurus locates the
"right" word fast! Pro-
vides 496,000 syn-
onyms for 40,000 entry

words, phonetic spelling for 83,000 words.
Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. Was $49.99 in
1995 catalog. 63-692 .... New low price! 39.99

Pocket spelling checker
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80,000 -word phonetic
spelling checker -enter a
word the way it sounds
and get back the cor-
rected spelling instantly.
63-691 29.99

Digital Book System
DBS-2 with Dictionary. Digital Book System with diction-
ar- card. (63-2041 CMC) RSU 11269206 149.99
Dictionary. (63-2024 CMC) RSU 10279941 34.99
Video Companion. Thousands of movie titles. (63-2011
CAC) RSU 10274587 39.99
Wprd Games. (63-2027 CMC) RSU 10279974 14.99
Handbook of Adverse Drug Interaction.(63-2017 CMC)
R9J 10274595 54.99
Physicians Desk Reference. (63-2016 CMC)
R9110279875 129.99
Sc-abble Did. (63-2012 CMC) RSU 10279834 ... 29.99
Porker's Wine Guide. More than 7,500 wines. (63-2028
CMC) RSU 10455608 49.99
Many more cards available through fast special order.

Visit your nearby Radio Shack for details.

Franklin, Bookman and Speaking Spanish Master are trademarks of Franklin Electronic Publishers, Inc. Scrabble® is a registered trademark of Hasbro Inc Standard references used by all Franklin dictionaries and thesauruses
on this page are the Merriam -Webster Dictionary and Merriam -Webster Collegiate Thesaurus/Merriam-Webster' of Merriam Webster, Inc./The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia', Columbia University Press,


